In this paper, the robust stabilization of asymptotically null-controllable linear systems via bounded controls is revisited. Based on the notion of "converging-input bounded-state" stability rather than "small-input small-state" stability, the complicated computations of perturbation bounds appeared in Sussmann et al (1994) are avoided. With the suggested method, a robust stabilizing control law is presented for the well-known translational oscillator with rotating actuator (TORA).
INTRODUCTION
In Sussmann et al (1994) , the following time-invariant linear system is considered , , (1) This system is called to be asymptotically null-controllable with bounded controls (ANCBC) if it satisfies the usual necessary conditions: 1) has no eigenvalues with positive real part; 2) ( , A ) A B is stabilizable. On the robust stabilization of ANCBC linear systems, there are two main results in Sussmann et al (1994) . One is its Theorem 2.3 that gives a general result on the saturation design. The other is an algorithm on the parameterization of saturation levels. The design and analysis of Sussmann et al (1994) depend on the notion of "small-input small-state" (SISS) stability, and some complicated computations of perturbation bounds are required. The interested reader should consult the book of Hu and Lin (2001) for semi-global stabilization of (1) via saturated linear feedback. In this paper, we use the notion of "converging-input bounded-state" (CIBS), instead of SISS, to reconsider the saturation design of ANCBC systems. Due to such a change, we are able to assume the perturbation to be convergent and avoid to strictly compute the perturbation bound. As a result, the stability analysis appears to be simpler and at the same time, explicit saturated controls are presented. After the main results in Sussmann et al (1994) are revisited from a new viewpoint, the established analysis technique is applied to the robust stabilization of the translational oscillator with rotating actuator (TORA). The method in this paper guarantees that the closed-loop systems in this paper have a CIBS property. Although less quantitative than SISS stability, CIBS still remains to be an important property of robust stability. Importantly, using such a relatively weak notion, the assignment of saturation levels in Sussmann et al (1994) can be simplified. In addition, the case study of the TORA system shows that the suggested method can be also applied to some nonlinear systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce CIBS, SISS, as well as the related stability theory for cascade systems. In Section 3, based on the CIBS notion, we recover the main results in Sussmann et al (1994) . In Section 4, the method is applied to the TORA model and related simulations are given. Finally, some concluding remarks are included in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
This paper utilizes the notion of CIBS rather than SISS. Sometimes, "converging-input converging-state" (CICS) is also used. In the following, we introduce these notions.
Definition 1 [Sussmann et al (1994) ] Consider a control system 1 :
( , ), ,
It is said to be "small-input small-state" (SISS), if for every 0 Later on we need a stability criterion that is related to the CIBS notion as well as the ISS notion (Sontag et al (1996) ).
Lemma 2 [Sontag (1989) ] Consider the cascade system ( , ), ( ).
It is GAS if either of the following two conditions is satisfied: 1) The x subsystem is ISS w.r.t. input z , and is GAS;
2) The x subsystem has a CIBS property w.r.t. input Besides, both
Finally, throughout this paper, we use the standard saturation function:
where M is called the saturation level. SUSSMANN et al (1994) When system (1) has an ANCBC property, it can be transformed into the form n n n + =
SIMPLIFICATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS IN

1
A have a zero real part, iii) all eigenvalues of 2 A are stable, iv) 1 1 ( , ) A B is a controllable pair. Clearly, to robustly stabilize system (1), it suffices to robustly stabilize the 1 x subsystem with . Without loss of generality, it is supposed that system (1) has the same properties as the 1 ( ) u u x = 1 x subsystem, namely, the eigenvalues of A have a zero real part and the pair ( , ) A B is controllable. On the SI stabilization of the perturbed ANCBC system (1):
where with appropriate dimensions is the perturbation, Sussmann et al (1994) provided two main results: a theoretical result about bounded control (Theorem 2.3) and an algorithm about saturation level assignment. In this section, we first prove Theorem 2.3 of Sussmann et al (1994) in a different way, and then present a class of explicit and simple saturated controls. By using CIBS rather than , the stability analysis and control design are both simple in the sense that the complicated computations appeared in Sussmann et al (1994) can be avoided. Sussmann et al (1994) Using the CIBS notion, Theorem 2.3 of Sussmann et al (1994) is now roughly expressed as Proposition 1 There exists a saturation control with the form of linear combinations of saturation functions, such that system (2) is CIBS w.r.t. D , and the unperturbed system is GAS. To prove it, we first consider the single-input case by induction on the dimension, and then consider the multi-input case. The whole proof procedure is divided into three stages.
New Proof for Theorem 2.3 of
The Single-Input Two-State Case
For the scalar case, it is easy to prove. For the second-order case, due to the ANCBC property, system (2) can be transformed into one of the following two forms
where 1 ( , ) :
System (4) can be easily dealt with using the existing arguments, see for instance Teel (1992) . Let us only consider system (3). Fact 1 Consider system (3) with the following control law
We have 1) The closed-loop system is CIBS w.r.t. the perturbation Λ , that is, states are bounded when Λ is convergent
2) The closed-loop system with is GAS.
Proof 1) Rewrite system (3) as 
Keeping in mind the positive definite property of W , the above contradiction implies that there is a finite time T (without loss of generality, let ), such that et al (1994) where the SI notion is used, and a good number of computations on the perturbation bound are needed. In contrast, when using the CIBS concept we can simply assume that the perturbation inputs are arbitrarily small in finite time. As a result, we are able to avoid those complicated computations. (5) can be made arbitrarily small. Remark 3 Δ is a perturbation included in the control u . Such a setup is to facilitate the proof of Fact 2 in which Δ is replaced by a bounded term.
The Single-Input
Suppose that the single-input ( 1) n − -dimensional case has been proved, namely the CIBS and GAS properties have been achieved using arbitrarily small saturation controls. We below consider the single-input -dimensional case. As pointed out by Sussmann et al (1994) , two possibilities need to be considered. n Case 1 When zero is not an eigenvalue of , the singleinput system (2) is transformed into 
is GAS, and the amplitude of ( ) K Y can be made arbitrarily small. Likewise, similar traits can be stated for Case 2. Now the task is to prove that there are suitable small controls that robustly stabilize system (6) and system (7). Due to the similarity of proofs, we only consider Case 1. (8) = + is known to be GAS. Then, from Lemma 2, system (10) is asymptotically stable. Thus, system (9) is globally attractive and locally asymptotically stable and consequently is GAS (Sastry (1999) ). □
The Multi-Input Case
We have shown that Proposition 1 holds in the single-input case. We now consider the m -input case and suppose that Proposition 1 has been established for the k -input systems, for 1 k m ≤ − . As pointed out by Sussmann et al (1994) , the ANCBC system (2) can be equivalently transformed into ( ) A y Bk y e + + , one knows that 1 y is bounded. The GAS property of the unperturbed system follows from Lemma 2. □ So far we have proved Proposition 1 by Facts 1, 2 and 3.
New Parameterization of Saturation Levels
We now reconsider the algorithm in Sussmann et al (1994) and present the saturation level assignment in a relatively simple manner. We first show that to CIBS stabilize system (2), we only need to focus on single-input controllable systems. Then we present an explicit saturated control for a single-input system. In this part, one can once again observe the simplicity caused by the use of CIBS. In fact, using SI one needs to determine a good number of parameters when dealing with the cascade of subsystems. In contrast, if using the CIBS notion, we have no such a computation burden. We first recall ( 1)
We now depend on the CIBS notion to prove a result, showing that to robustly stabilize system (12), we only need to focus on single-input controllable systems. Proposition 2 Consider system (12) that has the properties stated in Fact 4. In addition, for , suppose that with the saturation control ,
is CIBS w.r.t. , and
x A x b u = + is GAS. Then the closed-loop system is CIBS w.r.t. , and the unperturbed system is GAS. To explicitly illustrate our saturation level assignment, we only consider the case in which the single-input system has three pairs of nonzero eigenvalues and a zero eigenvalue with the multiplicity being three. Namely we focus on the following system 1  1 1  1 1  1  1 2  1 1  2  3  4  5  6   2  2 1  2 2  2  2 2  2 2  3  4  5  6   3  3 1  3 3  3  3 
where the small parameters , (0 1,0 1)
3 2 2 8 min 1 8,1 (4 ) ,1 (4 ) ,1 (4 ) 2 1 1 , 3,2,1. 1 2 ( , , , , , , , , )
2) When 0 d = , the closed-loop system (13), (14) is GAS. Note that 4 P < and Λ is convergent. After a certain finite 
